DRIVE GROWTH
WITH NETWORKED
PURCHASE-TO-PAY
Purchase-to-pay (P2P) can play a major role in helping finance professionals gain
the visibility and control they need over their cash flow. Networked P2P is a
dynamic way to simplify and streamline key financial processes leveraging open
B2B networks. Companies that take a networked approach to P2P are better
able to optimize working capital, free up cash within the business, and unlock new
profit streams.
A New Approach to P2P

A New Level of Financial Agility

The move to a more networked approach to
Purchase-to-Pay is made possible by the latest
innovations in the cloud and open B2B networks
that make access to payment and financing
services easier for buyers and sellers. These
services enable greater financial agility to
uncover new profit streams that are currently
hidden within the balance sheet.

Visibility and control throughout the purchase-topay cycle enable organizations to be more
efficient.

By simplifying and streamlining key financial
processes, businesses can increase their financial
agility while increasing control, reducing costs
and boosting cash flows.

Deep collaboration between finance, accounts
payable, procurement, treasury and trading
partners enables the financial supply chain to
become a powerful just-in-time tool for financing
and payment.
What’s more, businesses have the power to
choose how to manage their working capital by
leveraging the optimum mix of payment
strategies.

“Since we implemented our AP automation solution, we’ve seen
tremendous improvement in the approval process. We are not
only able to pay our vendors on time, we can pay them ahead of
time. This has enabled us to go back to our top vendors and
negotiate early payment discounts. We have turned Accounts
Payable from a cost center into a revenue generator.”

Solutions for Networked
Purchase-to-Pay
Basware solutions for Networked
P2P are globally scalable. They
cover the entire P2P cycle,
enabling you to transform your
procurement and AP processes:
Basware Purchase-to-Pay:
Automate your invoice handling
process for visibility and control
and increase spend under
management.
Basware Network:
Collaborate with your suppliers
and exchange purchase orders
and invoices electronically
over the world's largest open
B2B network.
Basware Financing Services:
Optimize cash and working capital
and improve B2B relationships by
leveraging financing and
e-payment solutions on the
Basware Network.

Rock Persaud, Senior Manager AP, Take Two Interactive

Actionable Insights with Basware Analytics

Dynamic discounting with Basware Discount

BASWARE SOLUTIONS FOR
NETWORKED PURCHASE-TO-PAY
Basware’s industry leading networked purchase-to-pay portfolio includes best-of-breed solutions with best practices based on 30 years
of industry-leading experience, as well as proven integration with over 250 different ERPs and high level of configuration options for
businesses of all sizes. Implement the full solution or parts, in the cloud or on-premise.

BASWARE PURCHASE-TO-PAY
AP AUTOMATION

E-PROCUREMENT

Feature-rich and configurable Accounts Payable solution to
automate the most demanding global processes.

Increase spend under management, realize significant cost
savings, and increase supplier value.

• 100% paperless from day one
• Advanced invoice approval automation
• Accurate forecasting to manage working capital and cash flow
• Automating matching of invoices, purchase orders and
payment plans
• Review and approve invoices on your phone and tablet

• Consumer-style shopping experience with one-click
catalog purchasing
• Flexible free-text forms to manage services procurement
and capture input
• Configurable workflows for increased compliance and control
• Anytime, anywhere access from mobile and tablet devices
• Actionable spend and procurement analytics with
data visualization

BASWARE NETWORK
E-INVOICING

E-ORDERS

Send and receive e-Invoices through the world’s
largest open B2B network.

Electronic exchange of purchase orders, confirmations and
changes with buyers and suppliers.

• Easy integration to all financial management systems
• Buyer and supplier portal and activation services
• Multiple invoice formats supported
• Convert purchase orders into invoices
• Scan and Capture and printing services

• Easy integration to any P2P or Financial system
• Supplier portal to receive and convert purchase orders
into invoices
• Improved visibility and collaboration
• PO format conversion and routing services

BASWARE FINANCING SERVICES
GLOBAL ELECTRONIC PAYMENT

DYNAMIC DISCOUNTING

Pay suppliers promptly to avoid late payment fees while
optimizing cash position.

Buyer-funded supplier financing for suppliers to get better
control over their receivables.

• Simple, efficient, global payment processes
• Extend payment terms to optimize cash position
• Simplify supplier reconciliation with rich remittance information
• Increase supplier adoption of electronic invoicing
• Easy access to payment financing

• Save money by paying invoices earlier
• Reduce supply chain risk
• Strengthen supplier relationships
• Accelerate e-invoice adoption
• Self-service onboarding for suppliers
• Improved visibility and control over cash

Basware is the global leader in providing networked purchase-to-pay solutions, e-invoicing and innovative
financing services. Basware’s commerce and financing network connects businesses around the globe. As the
largest open business network in the world, Basware provides scale and reach for organizations of all sizes,
enabling them to grow their business and unlock value across their operations by simplifying and streamlining
financial processes. Small and large companies around the world achieve significant cost savings, more flexible
payment terms, greater efficiencies and closer relationships with their suppliers.
Find out more at www.basware.com
Follow Basware on Twitter: @Basware, join the discussion on the Basware LinkedIn, Basware Facebook and
Basware Blog and subscribe for the latest news.
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